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l. The Parties

CAS 2005IN946 

1.1 The 1.ntemationa1 Association of Athlctics Federations ("IAAF" or the "Appellant'1 is 
the world goveming body for the sport of athletics. Jt bas ils seat in Monte-Carlo. 

12 The Fedcrazione ltaliana di Atleûca Leggera ("FIDAL" or the "Fir'St Respondent") is 
the national govem.ing body for athletics in Italy, and is a member of the IAAF. 

1.3 Marco Giungi ("Mr Giungin or the "Second Respondent") is an Italian athlete, whose 
particuiar discipline is walk. He represented Italy in the Athens 2004 Olympie Garnes. 
Mr Giungi is also e. solclier and, therefore, registered with rhe club G.A. Fiamme 
Gialle, the Ita1ian Financial Policc's Track Athletic Group (the "Club"). 

2. The Relevant Facts

The following facts remained undisputed by the Parties: 

2.1 On 12 September 2004, Mr Giungi participated in a national 20km wa!k competition 
"CDS Marcia" in Prato, Italy. After the end of the competition, be underwent a doping 
control. The urine semple was analysed by the W ADA-accredited Ieboratoiy in Rome 
(the "Rome Laboratory"). 

2.2 By letter of 6 October 2004 the Ita1ian Olympie Comm.ittec (Comitato Olùnpico 
Nazionale ltaliano - "CONP'J notificd Mr Giungi, FIDAL and the Club, that "[in} rhe 
analy:ses carried out by the Anli-doping Laboratory in Rome [. .. } traces of 
Norandrosterone were foU1Ui at a concenJralion exceeding the WADA limits together 
with Noretiocholanolone. "These results were confümed by the anaJysis carried out on 
the "B11 sample. Norandrosterone and noretiocholanolone are both metabolites of 
nandrolone, a prohibited substance under 1AAF Rules. 

2.3 On 6 October and 15 November 2004 the IAAF was also informed via fex by the 
Rome laboratory about the results of the anaJysis on the "A" and "8'' sample 
respective(y. 

2.4 On the basis of the adverse analytical findings, the CONI Anti-doping Prosecutor (the 
"'Prosecutor'") opened an investigation. On 2 Decembcr 2004 Mr Giungi, as.sisted by 
h.is attorney Mr Pierfilippo Capello, appeared before the Prosecutor and aclmowledged 
having used be fore and after the walk race of 12 September 2004 the nutritional 
supplemcnls "Pre--gara Endurance11 and ''Recupero". Mr Giungi had aJready requested 
a private analysis of the said supplements by the laboratory Minalab in Casalmaggiore, 
ltaly. The results showed that both supplements contai.ned norandrosterone and 
noretiocholanolone. The Prosecutor then summoned the producer of "Pre-gara 
Endurance" and "Recupero", DITTA DIFASS Company ('"Œfass"). A Difass's 
represeotativc, Mr Franco Donati, appeared on 14 December 2004 before the 
Prosecutor and stated that a.fier investigating the issue "it turned out that rhe 
consignment was contaminared [. . .} Ir wa.s final/y established rhar the substance 
invo/ved was creatine pyruvate supplied 10 [Difass) by the compony Giusto Favarelli 
S.p.A. ". Oo 23 December 2004 the Prosecutor asked the Rome Labora.Iory to cany on 
spccific analyses over the supplements delivered to the Prosecutor by .Mr Giungi, 
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belonging to the same batch that Oifass had given the athlete. On 1 March 2005 the 
Rome Laboratory infonned the Prosecutor that "Both products contain 19-
norandrostenedione. [ .. .] 19-norandrostenedione {is] a forerunner of 19-
norrestosrerone, whose ingestion causes the composition of norandrosterone and 
noretiocholaMlone. [.,.] The lake of one or more doses of the product could 
theoretically be compatible wilh the urinary concentration of n.orandrosterone beyond 
the WADA limit[. .. ]". Concluding the above investigation, the Prosecutor decided on 
7 March 2005 to ask the closing of the case, since ''Jhe athlete [. . .) gave fall and 
convincing proof of taking conlominared supplemenrs withoul 011)' responsibility". 

2.5 On 4 April 2005 the National Judging Commission of FIDAL (Commissione 
Giudicante Nazionale, the "FIDAL Commission"), competent national body to decide 
on Mr Ghmgi's case, after hearing Mr Giungi's and Mr Capello's submissions held 
that, according to IAAF Rule 38.13, "the determination of exceprional circumstances 
in cases involving international level athletes shall be made by the [IAAFJ Doping 
Review Board[ ... ] Consequently the evaluation ofth£ [Proseculor 's] closing request 
must be sent to rhe General Secrerary of the Doping Review Board for the final 
evalualfons". On 21 April the General Secretary ofFIDAL informed accordingly the 
lAAF General Secretary, 

2.6 By his letter dated 29 April 2005 the IAAF General Secretary informed FIDAL that 
"[Mr Giungi] is not however an Inrema/lonal Level athlete as defined in IAAF Rules 
{ ... ] and the compelilion al which he tested positive In Prato on 12 September 2004 
was not an lntemational Competition." 

2.7 On 25 May 2005 the FIDAL Commission rendered a new decision on Mr Giungi's 
matter, in which inter alia pointed out that "Since the authoriry of the superior body 
war denied, the closing requesl, at that time proposed {by] the Prosecutor, must be 
examined by this Commission. [. . .] Even if the procedural choice puzzles us, since the 
impossibility of the judicial commission of expressing its dijfere111 opinion [. .. ] makes 
useless the provision that the closing wtl/ be ordered by the 'Yudge" and not directly 
by lhe prosecuting body {. . .) the closing of the actioh against Mr Andrea Giungi is to 
be ordered". Consequently, Mr Giungi's case was closed. 

2.8 On 18 June 2005, the lAAF received from FIDAL an English translation of the 
decision issued by FIDAL Commission on 25 May 2005. 

3. The Parties' Respective Requests 

3.1 The Appellant 

In its Appeal Brief dated 22 September 2005 the IAAF challenges the decision 
rendered by FIDAL Com.n1]ssion on 25 May 2005. The Appellant submits that 
Mr Giungi has committed an anti~doping violation and, because no exceptional 
circumstances exist, it n:quests that Mr Giungi be declared ineligible for a minimwn of 
two yeSJS from the date of the hearing, less any period of provisional suspension 
served. 
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In his Answer dated 25 October 2005, the Second Respondent requests the appeal to 
be dismissed because "the body e:rclusively competent for the appeal is the FIDAL 
Federal Appeals Commission and nor the CAS". In case the appeal were lO be decided 
by CAS, the Second Respondent asks a) no sanction be imposed to him on the basis of 
exceptional circumstances as provided in WADA Code and lAAF Rules orb) on the 
same basis a reduced period of ineligibility be imposed, which should be considered 
served as he has not participated in any competition since the day of the doping 
control, i.e. 12 September 2004. 

4. The Proceedings before CAS 

4.1 By letter dated I 5 August 2005 1AA.F filed a Statement of AppeaJ with the Court of 
Arbitration for Sport against the decision rendered by FIDAL Commission on 25 Ma.y 
2005. 

4.2 By letter dated 22 September 2005 IAAF filed its Appeal Brief. 

4.3 By lener dated S October 2005 the CAS Cowt Office issued a notice that the Panel 
was constituted in the following composition: Mr JeanRPhilippe Rochat as president, 
Mr David W. Rivkin as arbitrator appointed by the Appellant, and M:r Massimo Coccia 
as arbitrator appointed by the Respondent. 

4.4 On 25 October 2005 Mr Giungi filed his Answer in accordance with Article R55 of the 
Code of Sports-related Arbitration (che "Code"). 

4.5 On 4 January 2005, the President of the Panel issued an Order of Procedure that was 
sent to the parties. This order was returned sigued by both Respondents. The 
Appellant, by his letter dated 12 Januacy 2005, did not fuJly accept che Order of 
Procedure and requested an amendment concerning applicable le.w. 

4.6 A hearing was held in Lausanne on 26 January 2006. FIDAL was not represented in 
the hearing although duly summoned; the Panel nevertheless proceeded with the 
hearing according to Article R57 para. 3 of the Code. During their opening statement. 
lAAF representatives fomally accepted the Order of Procedure, reserving the 
Appellant's rights on the issue of applicable Jaw, asking for IAAF's Rules and law of 
the Principality of Monaco, i.e. the law of IAAF's seat, to be applied. Mr Giungi was 
not present at the hearing, no witnesses were heard and Dr Francesco Botre·s 
(Scientific Director of the Rome Laboratory) written statement, provided by IAAF, 
was accepted by the reprcseotative of Mr Giungi. The Panel had the opportwlity to 
hear the complete explanations of the parties, the Respondent having the final response 
in accordance with Articles R57 and R44.2 of the Code. 

4.7 At the end of the hearing, the parties, after making submissions in support of their 
respective requests for relief, confirmed that they had no objections to ra.ise regarding 
their right to be heard and to be treated equally in the arbitration proceedings. 
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5.1 The first question to be resolved is whether the CAS has jurisdiction to hear the appeal 
lodged by IAAF. Article R47 of the Code sets out the conditions for application of 
CAS Procedural Rules and, in doing so, defines the jurisdiction of CAS. It reads as 
follows: 

''.An appeal against the decision of a federation. association or sporLs.related body may be 
filed wilh the CAS insofar as the stanJ.les or regulations of the said body so provide or os the 
parlies have concluded a specific arbirration agreement and insofar as the Appellant has 
erhausred the legal remedies available to him prior to the appeal, in accordance with the 
statuies or regu/aiions ofrhe sa1dspons~rela1ed body./ ... ]" 

5.2 As the Second Respondent objected to the standing of IAAF and the jurisdiction of 
CAS, the Panel must interpret and apply IAAF regulations to determine whether the 
legal remedies have been exhausted. 

5.3 The Appellant and the Second Respondent clearly confirmed during the proceedings 
and at the hearing the feet that Mr Giwtgi was not an Intematioaal-Level Athlete under 
lAAF Rules on the day of the doping control end that the 20km walk competition 
"CDS Mereia" which took place in Prato, Italy on 12 September 2004 was not- under 
the same Rules - an International Competition. 

5-4 lAAF Rule 60.12 provides as follows: 

"J 2. In cases wh,ch do nor Involve lnremarlonal-Level arhJeles (or their athlete support 
perso111Jel) or which do not arise from an Intenia1io11Dl Comperirion, whether doping or non
doping relored, rhe decision of the relevanJ bqdv o[the Member may (unless Rule 60. l 7 bel(IW 
applies) be qp_mz]ed 10 a national review b()(nl in accordance with the ruleJ of the Member. 
Each Member shDll have in place an appeal procedure al notional l~el 1ha1 respects the 
following principles: a rime/y hearing before a/air, impartial and independent hearing body, 
the right to be represented by legal co1111se/ and inzerprerer (at the appellant's expense) and a 
timely and reasoned decision in wriring. The dedsion_ of the national re"iew body mqy be 
qppea/edto CA$ VI accordance with Rule 60. 16 below. "(etnphasis added) 

5.5 lAAF Rule 60.J 5 provides as follows: 

'' I 5. Jn any case which does not inw,Jye International-level a/hietes (or their athlete support 
personnel) or which does no/ arise from an /111ernaliona/ Competition, the parties hgyjng the 
righJ lQ qppeq{ a decision lQ the nau"onal {eYef review bod,v shall he as proYided for in the 
rules of the Member, but shall include at a minimum: a) the athJere or other person the subject 
of rhe decision being appealed; b) rhe 01her party to the case in which the decision was 
rendi!7ed; c) lhe Member. The JAAF and WADA (in doping relaJed cases only) shall have 1/w 
right to attend 011}' hearing before the national-level review body as an observer. 1ne IAAF's 
anendance ot a hearing in such capacity shall 1101 affect its right to appeal the decision a/the 
narional level review body lo CAS in aCCbtdance with Rule 60. 16 below." (emphasis added) 

5.6 IAAF Rule 60.l 6 provjdes as follows: 

"The following parties shall have the right to appeal the decision of /he naJional level reYiew 
body to CAS: a) the 111.A.F; rmd b) the WADA (in doping-related cases only). No decision mw 
l,e gppeqkd ro CAS until the QAAeal procedure at nalionaf /eye/ hos been erhgusteef in 
accordrmce with the rules of the Member." (emphasis added) 
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5.7 Given that IAAF Rules refer expressly to the "rules of the Member", the Panel is of 
the opiaion that IAAF incorporates its Members· rules in i1s OWD regulations, as far as 
appeals procedures before "national level review bodies" are concerned. 
Consequeotly, in the case at hand JAAF subjects itself to FIDAL ruJes regarding 
possible internal appeal(s). 

5.8 Articles 20.4, 20.5 ofFIDAL Anti-doping Rules read as follows; 

"20.4 Appeals concerning national le11el aJhletes. Jn the cases in which is possible to submit 
an appeal as provided in thE abo'lle polllr 2, the appeal against the decision must be submitted 
10 the competent second degree Organ of Federal Justice (Commissicme d' Appello Federate). 
as provided In rhe present article. [ ... ] 

20.5 { .. .] In the cases provided in the above point 4. may appeal to the Commissione d' 
AppeJ/o Federale and successively to the G. U.l, the parties of the ended proceelDng and the 
lAAF and the WADA. The parJies and the !MF and the WADA may oppeol to the TAS once 
completed the above mentioned degrees of na1ional sports justice" 

The above English translation of FIDAL Anti-doping Rules was provided by the 
Second RespondeJJt accompanied by the text in Italian, The latter does not contain 
prima facie the acronym "IAAF" in Article 20.5 para. 2. The Panel considers this 
being only a typing error, from which no different conclusion than the 
ebovementioned (5. 7) could be dmwn, since: 

a) The context clearly shows that a word is missing, given that an article appears 
without a noun in the text: "le parli de/ processo concluso con Jo. sentenza impugnata 
ovvero la e la WADA", i.e. "the parries to the proceedings concluded wirh rhe 
appealed decision as well as the and the WADA" (emphasis added). 

b) Article 20.9 of FIDAL Anti-doping Rules provides for the formal requirements 
concerning appeals against a decision of FIDAL Commission, Paragraph 5 of the same 
Article sets an exception to the rule of appeals' fee: the Prosecutor, the WADA and the 
lAAF are exempted from the obligation 1o pay the appeaJs' fee ("Sono esentali de/ 
versamenlo della cUaratassa /' UP.A., la WADA, e la lA.A.F. "). 

c) FIDAL Anti-doping Rules - like the anti-doping rules of all recognised Italian 
Federations- are, in their entirety, a reproduction ofCONI Anti--doping Rules adapted 
to the sport of Athletics; article 20.5 para. 2 of CON[ Anti-<loping Rules reads, "le 
parli del processo concluso con la sentenza impugnata owero la Federazione 
In1ernazionale competente e la WADA", ie. "the parties to the proceedings concluded 
with the appealed decision as well as rhe competent International Federmion and the 
WADA" (emphasis added). 

5.9 In accordance with the abovementioned lAAF and FIDAL Rules, lAAF had a right to 
appeal against the decision rendered by the FIDAL Commission on 25 May 2005. 
lAAF was notified of this decision the latest on 18 June 2005, when it received an 
English version of the said decision from FIDAL The procedural framework for the 
filing of the appeal is set up in detail in Article 20.9 of FIDAL Anti--doping Rules. 

5.10 The same conclusion can be dra\Nll from the wording of!AAF Rules 60.15 and 60.16. 
Jn both texts, IAAF has a right to appeal to CAS only from a decision issued by a 
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"national level review body" (emphasis added). When Members' rules provide for 
such a nation.al review body, like in the present case, IAAF Rules should be conmued 
strictly, as v.rri.tten. 

5.l I [n addition, Rule 60.17 allows the lAAF to appeal a natiooal level decision direc1/y to 
CAS only when the Member's rules expressly pennit ii: 

"/7, ft however, in cases nor involving Jnremarional-Level a1hleres (or their arhle1es support 
per.sorme/) or no/ arisingfrom an lntemaJional Competition, the roles o(lhe Member provilJe 
for the rjght oflhe lMF and WADA (in doping-related cases only) ro appeal a decision direct 
to CAS rather 1han to the national lf!'Jel 1'"gvipv body a.s ;,, Rule 60. I 5 above. provided /he CAS 
Appeal is conducled Jn o.ccotdanee with lhe pro1Ji5ions of Rule 60 below, lhe CAS decision 
shall he final and binding {. . .]"(emphasis added) 

Apart from the fact that the urules of the Member" arc once more incorporated in the 
IAAF Rules, there would be no need for this provision if the IAAF had the right, on 
the basis of Rule 60.1 S, a1ways to appeal from national first-instance level decisions 
directly to CAS. In view of the fact that FIDAL Anti-doping Rules do not provide the 
right to such direct appeal, the IAAF could not in the present case file an appeal to 
CAS prior to challenging the same decision before the Federal Appeals Commission. 

5.12 The IAAF argues that it cannot subject itself to each one of its 212 Members' rules 
and, additiona1Iy, it cannot be in a position to know what these rules may require. The 
Panel points out that IAAF Rules 60.15, 60.16 and 60.17 di=tly n:fer to Members' 
rules, incorporate them and coMect their content with specific legal comequences 
such as the right to appeal before CA$. Accordingly, although the Panel accepts 
IAAF's argument that IAAF Rules prevail over its Members' rules, it is to be admitted 
I.bat the IAAF is subject to its Members' rules to the ex.tent the former are incorporated 
in the IAAF Rules. 

5.13 The lAAF argues that Rule 38.7 provides that lAAF may have an observer position, in 
relation to national procedures, and that this Rule overrides the generic Rule 60.15. 
The Panel notes that Ruic 38. 7 applies only in cases when: the IAAF is not a party to 
the proceedings before a nalional body. On the other hand, Rule 60.15 applies to 
disputes (Chapter 4: Disputes) and specifically to appeals, as is the present case, 
referring to parties that have a right to appeal according to the Member's rules. In the 
Panel's view, Rule 60.15 is just as specific as Rule 38.7 and caruiot in any way be 
considered as Jez genera/is towaJ"ds Rule 38.7. 

5.14 The 1AAF argues that internal remedies were indeed exhausted, since neither of the 
parties to the natioaal procedure filed an appeal against the decision of the FIDAL 
Commission. The Panel considers that the phmses "insofar as the Appellant has 
exhausted 1he legal remedies available to him" (Article R47 of the Code) and "unlil 
the appeal procedure or national level has been exhausted" (IAAF Rule 60.16) shall 
be in casu interpreted in conjunction with lAAF Rule 60.15. If the Member's rules 
grant for IAAF a right to appeal a national level decision, the requisite of elChaustion 
of legal remedies is fulfilled only after IAAF exercises this right in fact. In the case at 
hand the lAAF had such right according to FIDAL Anti-doping Rules but it did not 
exert it, and it cannot benefit from the fact that the other parties chose not to appeal the 
decision before the Federal Appeals Commission. Besides, Rule 60.15 in fir1e 
expressly preserves lAAF's rigbt to appeal a decision of a national level re\liew body 
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before CAS. A review body can be widerstood only as a body before which an appeal 
against a first· or second- instance decision is submitted. 

5.15 The IAAF finally argues that it was never notified by FIDAL of its right to appeal the 
decision issued by FIDAL Commission before the Federal Appeals Commission. The 
Panel obsetves that lAAF was unable to designate any legal basis, according to which 
FIDAL was obliged to accompany the notification of the FIDAL Commission's 
decision with a special indication regarding possible legal remedies. Once JAAF itself 
has chosen to incorporate some of its Members' rules in its own regulations, it is up to 
lAAF to know and understand what its rights are under its Members' rules. Therefore, 
the Panel cannot accept this ugument. 

5.16 Because the lAAF had the right to appeal the FIDAL Commission decision to the 
Federal Appeals Commission, but did not do so, this case ended when the time limit to 
make such an appeal expired. The IAAF therefore did not have the right to make this 
appeal to CAS, 

6. Cooclu11ion 

6.1 The PBJJeI concludes that, due to lack of jurisdiction of the Court of Arbitration for 
Spon, the appeal filed by the lAAF on l 5 August 2005 shall be dismissed. 

6.2 The Panel wishes to underline that it interpreted the various provisions in a manner 
"which seek[ed} to discern. lhe intention of the rule maker, not to frustraJe ii" {CAS 
96/149, CAS Digest I, p. 259). CAS cannot rewrite but only interpret rules set forth by 
sports authorities in the light of general principles of Jaw. In this context, it is 
important for international federations to draft clearly their rules and, consequently, 
for CAS to apply them as wrinen. In the present case the lAAF Rules should be 
construed also in a way that serves the certainty of law among its Members and, 
especially, among its Members:' athletes: every athlete needs to know beforehand the 
procedure following an adverse analytical finding. Trus refers not only to 
administrative issues, to which the WADA Code has undoubtedly contn"buted, but also 
to available legal remedies for aJl involved parties (such as the athlete, NF, IF and 
WADA). 

6.3 It was evident from the procedure before the Panel and indeed expressly stated by 
Counsel for the Appellant, that the lAAF would preferably avoid any involvement 
with regard to domestic proceeding, for non-international-level athletes. Th.is 
statement noticeably contradicts the IAAF's choice to incorporate its Members' rules 
in its own regulations. Again, the question for an international governing body would 
be either to monitor effectively its Members' rules and proceedings or to avoid its own 
dependence upon them. 
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7.1 Io accordance \Vith Articles R6S.l and R652 of the Code, appeal arbitration 
proceedings are free, apart from the fee of CHF 500 paid by the Appellant upon 
submission of the Statement of Appeal which is retained by the CAS. The fees and 
costs of the arbitrators, together with the costs of the CAS are borne by the CAS. 

7.2 Pumuant to Article R65.3 of the CAS Code, however, the Parties themselves are 
required to advance their O\W costs as well as the costs of experts, witnesses and 
interpreters, which costs are subsequently allocated by the Panel: 

"The costs of Jhe parties, wimesses, experts and interpreters shall be advanced by the parties. 
In the award, the Panel shDJJ decide which party sho/J bear them or in whaJ proportion the 
parties shall share them, raking into account the outcome of the proceedings, as well ar lhe 
conduct and financial resources of the parties.•· 

7.3 In this appeal, although the Appellllilt has been llllSUccessful, the Panel does not 
consider that the decision of lAAF to file an appeal before CAS was umea..sonable. 
CAS has applied on various occasions the principle stated in Article 2.1. I of WADA 
Code ( "II is each Athlete's personal duty to ensure that no Prohibited Substance 
enrers his or her body'J in a ra!her strict way (CAS 2002/A/360, CAS 2002/A/38S, 
CAS 2003/A/484). In view of the above, the Panel could not disregard the similarity of 
the present case to a number of doping-related disputes heard before CAS concerning 
contaminated nutritional supplements in which the athlete could not prove lack of 
negligence (sec e.g. CAS 2005/A/847). 

7 .4 Considering all of the circwnstances of this appeal including the conduct of both 
Parties, the Panel concludes that each party should bear its own legal costs and 
expenses incwred in connection with this appeal arbitration proceeding. 
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ON THESE GROUNDS 

The Court of Arbitration for Sport hereby rules: 

P !Vil 

I. The appeal filed by the IAAF on 15 August 2005 against the decision made by the 
FIDAL Commission dated 25 May 2005 is dismissed. 

2. Each party shall bear its ov.-n. costs. 

Lausaone, 2 March 2006 

THE COURT OF A.RBITRA TION FOR SPORT 




